Result of each candidates is shown in the column of Result Status.
The abbreviations used in the notification stands hereunder:

Abs. - Absent.
FAIL - Stands for Failed.
RL - Result later on account of lower examination certificate.
RLA - Result later on for want of awards.
CS - Stands for result later on account of fee/late fee/registration number/subject/relevant document and eligibility.
CANCELLED (E) - Candidature cancelled for not having found eligible to take examination.
CS-UMC - Result later on due Unfair Means Cases
RLAD - Result later after Re-evaluation
RL(Adv.) - Eligible for Advantageous result.
DAF - Stands for Duplicate Admission form duly attested required.
CC - Result later for want of awards from College concern.
CS-ENV- Result later for want of Environment Studies marks.
RL- Result Late.

**Subjects - III Year:**

- **Physics:**
  - (I) Solid State
  - (II) Electronics
  - (III) Nuclear Physics

- **Chemistry:**
  - (I) Inorganic
  - (II) Organic
  - (III) Physical

- **Botany:**
  - (I) Cell Biology and Genetics
  - (II) Plant Physiology, Bio-Chem and Bio-Tech
  - (III) Ecology and Utilization of Plants

- **Mathematics:**
  - (I) Analysis
  - (II) Abstract Algebra
  - (III) Programming in C and Numerical Analysis

- **Geology:**
  - (I) Economic Geology
  - (II) Environmental Geology

- **Geography:**
  - (I) Geography of India
  - (II) Resources of Environment

- **Biotechnology:**
  - (I) Biotechnology-A
  - (II) Biotechnology-B
  - (III) Biotechnology-C

- **Computer Applications:**
  - Paper (I)
  - Paper (II)

- **Environment Studies:**
  - BSC350

---

**Roll No.** | **Candidate’s Name** | **Father’s Name** | **Subjects** | **Marks** | **Result Status**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
21303209 | GUNJAN SHARMA | KULDEEP SHARMA | Mathematics | 41 | FAIL 2000
|  |  |  | Physics | 12 | 17 100
|  |  |  | Chemistry | 13 | 15 100
21305323 | MOHIT THAKUR | ONKAR SINGH | Mathematics | 59 | 102 2000
|  |  |  | Physics | 17 | 12 78
|  |  |  | Chemistry | 12 | 25 84

**Total No’s of Candidates:** 2

---

**Exam Centre:** Arts Block H.P.University, Shimla-5

**Capacity:** PRIVATE

**Copy/CD to:-**

1. The PS to VC/Registrar and COE, H.P.University, Shimla-5.
2. The Incharge Enquiry, H.P.University, Shimla-5.
3. The Section Officer BA / BSc / BCom-III, H.P.University, Shimla-5.
4. HPU(ICDEOL),B-13,Pocket-B,Sector-62,Noida(U.P.).
5. H.P.U. Website and Indiaresults.com